
WILLIAM BUTLER YEATS (1865-1939)

LIFE

From Dublin to London
Born in Dublin: first education at home – moved to London for his father’s career as an artist -

returned to Dublin: met artists & writers – wrote poems – back to London: first publications.

Significant meetings
Met Maud Gonne (ardent Nationalist: developed an obsessive infatuation for her), Lady Augusta 

Gregory (dear friend & patron: founded the Irish Theatre together) & Ezra Pound (great admirer). 

Nobel Prize & death
Turned from poetry to drama: experimental plays – at 52 married a 25-year-old: successful 

marriage – 1923: Nobel Prize for Literature – wrote last poems a few days before his death.

IRISH 

REVIVAL

Irish mythology
By using old Irish legends & myths as themes in his work he provided his audience with ideas 

and emotions that would spark a new faith in Ireland, banishing the idea of English superiority.

The Four Cycles
1.Mythological Cycle (activities of the Celtic gods); 2.Ulster Cycle (deeds of warriors & heroes);

3.Historical Cycle (adventures/battles of Irish kings); 4.Fenian Cycle (heroic Finn Mac Cumhail) 

Cuchulain /kuːˈkʌlɪn/  
Setanta: a hero with extraordinary powers at birth (swam like a fish, had 7 fingers/hand, 7 toes/ 

foot, 7 pupils/eye) killed Cullan’s watch-dog in self-defense (so took its place/new name: “hound 

of Cullan”), defended Ulster but involuntarily killed a good friend & his own son, died young.

KEY POINTS 

“National poet of Ireland”
First Irishman to win the Nobel Prize for Literature: he was awarded it because of his “inspired 

poetry, which in a highly artistic form gives expression to the spirit of a whole nation”.

Great innovations
Ireland: a land haunted by spirits, shadows and memories – this spirit-world, loved by Yeats, 

enabled him to burst on Europe with a new imagery, a new mythology and new legends. 

The reflection of an age 
Eliot said that he was “one of those few whose history is the history of their own time, who are 

a part of the consciousness of an age which cannot be understood without them”. 



IN-DEPTH ANLYSIS OF THREE WORKS

The 

cuchulain

cycle

The Cycle (1892-1939)
It began with the poem “The Death of Cuchulain” (1892) & ended with the poem “Cuchulain 

Comforted” (1939) passing through drama: it includes 5 plays.

Symbolism (1)
A father unknowingly killing his own son represents: risk of becoming so engrossed by the  

interests of another nation as to ignore one’s own; danger of turning against one’s inner nature.

Symbolism (2)
A hero who, In battle, would go into a frenzy transforming himself completely represents the 

conflict between the rational world of human affairs and the dangerous world beyond reason..

The 

wanderings 

of oisin

An epic poem (1889)
A dialogue between the aged Irish hero Oisin (/ou’∫i:n/) & St. Patrick, who converted Ireland 

to Christianity – in most of the poem Oisin relates his 300- year sojourn in the isles of Faeirie.

Oisin & St. Patrick
Two figures belonging to the two different souls of Ireland: Oisin (pagan-Celtic), symbol of 

rebirth/reincarnation & St. Patrick (Christian), responsible for Ireland’s rebirth to Catholicism.

Celtic hounds
Well respected by royalty & warriors (Irish mythology: ex. the Great Beast, raised & trained by 

Cuchulain; Welsh mythology: ex. supernatural hounds escort the souls of the dead to Annwn).

Easter 1916

Background (1916)
Yeats felt as much Irish as British so had torn emotions about the Easter Rising (April 1916) 

aimed at ending British rule in Ireland, a terrible violence but beauty of the wish for a free state. 

Content 
It commemorates the martyrs of the Easter Rising, examines the nature of heroism, questions 

the fanaticism of the rebels, admires their determination, celebrates their martyrdom.

Analysis
Numerical symbology: 4 stanzas/4th month; 16 lines/1916 & 16 men; 24 lines/24th April 1916   

References to specific figures (mix of personal/political) – Refrain: “A terrible beauty is born”


